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Préface


Grâce au conseil éclairé de Liliane de Rothschild, nous avons pu rencontrer Amina-Aicha Malek, chargée de recherche au CNRS, qui poursuivait la composition d’un ouvrage réunissant 37 auteurs sur cinq continents. Conscient de la nécessité de conserver à ces travaux leur caractère international, le conseil a accepté que le premier livre de cette collection paraisse en langue anglaise.

Tout jardin résulte d’un mariage entre un lieu et un « jardinière ». Chaque civilisation a ainsi recréé ses images du paradis, lieux de plaisir, de pouvoir ou de contemplation. Toutes les formes d’art y ont été déployées, traces de l’œuvre humaine sur le lieu naturel, avec l’intelligence de son évolution inexorable. Cette précocité du vivant est le fondement de l’art des jardins. Grands ou petits, les créateurs de jardins sont les enchanteurs du monde, dont les œuvres donnent à sentir beauté et mystère de la vie.

C’est la qualité et l’esprit du lieu qui attire le « jardinière », comme la fleur séduit l’abeille. Au fil des siècles, ces lieux ont été souvent l’objet de jardins successifs et les traces anciennes ont été perdues. C’est pourquoi toute restauration ou reconstitution dans un endroit déjà choisi par nos ancêtres doit commencer par une recherche archéologique savante, sensible et respectueuse. Et même sans espoir de nouveau jardin, cette archéologie est une riche source de connaissance sur un art très ancien, où nature et civilisation sont en harmonie.

Didier WIRTH
Président de la Fondation
Chapter 25

The Islamic Gardens of Madinat Mursiya, Murcia, Spain

Julio NAVARRO PALAZÓN

CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THE GARDEN WAS INVESTIGATED

The Spanish Historical Heritage Law, approved in 1985, made it compulsory to excavate all historical sites. Since then, archaeological interventions have become more and more frequent in every urban lot in which a new construction project interfered with the underlying archaeological substratum. These interventions always stem from city-planning demands, which explains why they are never planned within the framework of a scientific project aimed at gathering information of historical value. Attempts to reconcile developers' and archaeologists' interests fall prey to the quest for a low-cost solution to city problems.

After over 25 years of systematic excavation in the city of Murcia (the Islamic Madinat Mursiya, a city founded in 825 A.C.), a large number of Arabo-Andalusi houses, with their respective patios and gardens, have been discovered. The constraints under which operates Spanish urban archaeology explains why, despite the large number of remains found, the information about gardens is very scarce, especially with respect to edaphic and archeobotanic studies. However, some information about Andalusi architecture, especially in-house gardens, has been obtained, since it is most frequent to encounter houses with patios that usually contain well-demarcated earths beds with indications of cultivation, whether for ornament or not. This extends the knowledge of Andalusi gardens, since only palatial examples were previously known. The excavation of some of these patios shows the evolution of architectonic solutions attempted from the 10th to the 13th Centuries, and even to document the impact of the Christian conquest in the mid-13th century. The information now available highlights a very diverse domestic panorama, from solutions inspired by palace garden architecture on a smaller scale, to most elementary examples conditioned by the reduced dimensions of the patios, in which the garden has been reduced to a

basic rectangular *alcortes* where one could only plant a tree. In extreme cases the garden space is completely done away with, and the surface of the patio completely paved.

The garden located inside a madina and within a patio delimited by domestic buildings on its four sides, is usually so constrained that it cannot use solutions offered by palace architecture. Ornamental elements such as ponds and fountains were introduced in the larger gardens, however. The evidence available present only one pond, usually leaning against the northern front of the patio, and none shows a pair of ponds facing one another that led to the type of cross-shaped garden still visible in the Castle of Monteagudo or at Santa Clara la Real in Murcia. The cultivated area follows a square or rectangular pattern, inside which a pond leans against the north porch, highlighting the greater importance of the north facade in this domestic architecture.

The pond is surrounded by a cultivated surface on three of its four sides. Usually the garden surface is located lower than the surrounding platform, thus making it into a sunken garden. At least, seven units with a pond have been documented inside the madina. They date between the 10th and 13th centuries, although the best preserved ones can be dated to the second half of the 12th and the beginning of the 13th century. The dimensions of the patios usually range from between 9 and 12 meters. Often a porch presides over the patio, on the shorter or at least on the northern side along the pond.

Gardens without a pond are much more numerous. They are reduced to a square or rectangular surface of highly variable dimensions, usually located in the center of the patio. Their size varies with the type of house, although they usually appear in patios less than 9 meters large. The cultivated zone frequently disappears in the smallest cases or is reduced to simple *alcortes* 40 centimeters wide.

The architecture follows a series of forms independent of size and presence of a pond. The garden architecture uses diverse materials and various solutions to facilitate water flowing in and out of the garden.

---

2. The sunken bed dug below the surface of the garden where a tree is planted in Andalucia.
6. This type of garden has been known since antiquity and was studied by Torres Balbas 1945: 170-177.

---

Regarding the construction materials, whereas stone and brick are both used as construction materials between the 10th and 13th centuries, brick eventually replaced stone. In the oldest cases the patios are always paved with heavy stone slabs, whereas in more recent ones the use of the brick tends to be general.
Stone is used sparingly, and always on the upper platform (andén) as edges of the narrow surrounding canals that prevent rainwater from the tile roofs from flooding cultivated zones. Slabs of very light color sandstone were carved with a pronounced molding on one side that, once placed on the edge of the walkway and next to the red brick pavement, formed the narrow surrounding canal. In the corners they followed peculiar circular forms equally carved in the stone slabs that projected toward the interior of the garden. The combination of these two materials in the platforms (andenes) was especially beautiful, due to the two-color contrast between the red of the ceramics, and whitish as the stone curb. This juxtaposition also allowed the complete shaping of the narrow surrounding canal. The band of brick laid out jack-on-jack (in long soldier course) formed the internal side of the conduit while the angular stone slabs formed their base and the external side. Less elaborate variants are also found in Murcia made with mortar and located lower, within the garden, although they are less frequent than the narrow stone canal on top of the passageway. An elementary system of water evacuation was found in a 10th century house where no surrounding molding prevented the flow of rainwater: it was evacuated by individual culverts whose mouths were located at two corners of the garden opening at ground level. To avoid the habitual drag of earth and organic material, the scuppers were equipped with ceramic containers, lebrillos or alcaldafes, functioning as filters.

In only a few cases were the technical devices for bringing in and driving out irrigation water documented. It is obvious that small surfaces were watered manually thanks to the general presence of wells in every house. The proximity of the underground water table everywhere in Murcia on the one hand facilitated its extraction with simple buckets, and on the other hand maintained the humidity levels of the garden, especially in the cases in which the garden surface was sunken. The choice of sunken gardens was not accidental, since it not only allowed the humidity level to be maintained without frequent irrigation, but also provided aesthetic effects by allowing contemplation of the vegetal mantle from the top of the walkways.

In the patios with a pond, it is supposed that some watering would have been done by letting out the water stored there, thus allowing for its renewal. In these cases it is very probable that the system of supply worked by means of water wheels.

Translated from Spanish by Michel Conan
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